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Abstract. 

DIRAC BASES IN TRAJECTORY SPACES 

by 

S.J.L. van Eijndhoven 

J. de Graaf 

In this paper the notion of Dirac basis will be introduced. It is the con

tinuous pendant of the discrete basis for Hilbert spaces. The introduction 

of this new notion is closely connected to a theory of generalized functions. 

Here De Graaf's theory will be employed. It is based on the triplet 

SX,A c X c Tx,A where X is a Hilbert space. In a well specified way any 

member of Tx,A can be expanded with respect to a Dirac basis. Both the in

troduction of Dirac bases and a new interpretation of Dirac's bracket notion 

will lead to a mathematical rigorization of various aspects of Dirac's for

malism for quantum mechanics. This rigorization goes much beyond earlier 

proposals. 

AMS Classifications: 46 FlO, 81 B OS. 

The investigations were supported in part by the Netherlands Foundation for 
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O. Introduction 

In the preface to his book on the foundations of quantum mechanics Von 

Neumann says that Dirac's formalism is 'scarcely to be surpassed in brevity 

and elegance' but that it 'in no way satisfies the requirements of mathema

tical rigour'. As far as we know no paper on Dirac's formalism mathemati

cally foundates the bold way in which Dirac treats the continuous spectrum 

of a self-adjoint operator. Most papers on this subject only solve the so

called generalized eigenvalue problem. But Dirac's formalism contains more 

aspects. 

In this section we shall treat parts of an interpretation of the formalism 

in terms of our distribution theory. It consists of the definition of ket 

and bra space, of the definition of Dirac basis (the pendant of the ortho

gonal basis in Hilbert spaces), of Parseval's identity, of the 'orthogona

lity' of the elements of a Dirac basis, of the Fourier expansion of kets, 

and of matrices, all in the spirit of Dirac. 

In a subsequent paper we shall show that for each self-adjoint operator T 

there is a Dirac basis which consists of eigenkets. Thus all points in the 

spectrum of a self-adjoint operator can be dealt with in the same manner. 

Moreover, we then shall show that for each point A in the spectrum of T 

with multiplicity m there exist m independent eigenkets. Of course, Hilbert 

spaces are too small to fulfil these wishes. Therefore, it is natural to 

look for spaces which extend Hilbert spaces and which have a structure com

parable to Hilbert space structure. The trajectory spaces TX,A turn out to 

be successful candidates. 

In Dirac's formalism the hermitean conjugate of the ket space, the so-called 

bra space, is in 1-1 correspondence with the ket space. Dirac supposes a pair

ing between bra and ket space. In distribution theory this can never be the 

case. We solve this problem by a new interpretation of Dirac IS bracket notion. 
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1. Analyticity spaces and trajectory spaces 

We shall employ the theory of generalized functions as introduced by De 

Graaf. [GJ. In this section we want to give the features of the theory 

[GJ which are relevant for this paper. 

In a Hilbert space X consider the evolution equation 

(1.1 ) du 
dt = -A u t > 0 • 

where A is a nonnegative unbounded self-adjoint operator. A solution F of 

(1.1) is called a trajectory if F satisfies 

(1.2.i) 

(1. 2. ii) v V t>O "('>0 

Fe t) E X 

-.-A e F (t) = F (t + .-) • 

We emphasize that lim F(t) does not necessarily exist in X-sense. The com-
NO . 

plex vector space of all trajectories is denoted by Tx,A' The space Tx,A 

is considered as a space of generalized functions in [GJ. The Hilbert space 

X is embedded in Tx,A by means of the linear mapping 

emb (f) t 1+ e -t A f f € X. 

The analyticity space Sx A is defined as the dense linear subspace of X , 
-tA consisting of smooth elements of 'the form e w where w E X and t > O. 

Hence SX,A 

T > 0 such 

U e- tA (X) = 
t>O 

-.LA 
U e n eX). 

n€E 
€ Sx A' Furthermore, , that eTA f 

For each f € SX,A there exists 

for each F € Tx A we have , 
F(t) € SX,A for all t > O. The analyticity space Sx,A is the test function 

space in [GJ. 
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In Tx,A the topology can be described by the seminorms 

( 1 .3) F t+ IIF(t) II 

Because of property (1.2.ii), the space Tx,A is a Frechet space with this 

topology. In SX,A we take the inductive limit topology. We note that this 

inductive limit is not strict. A set of seminorms is produced in [G] which 

generates the inductive limit topology. 

The pairing <. , .> between SX,A and Tx,A is defined by 

(I. 4) <g,D "LA 
.- (e g, Fer» 

Here (. , • ) denotes the inner product on X. Definition (1.4) makes sense 

for "L > 0 sufficiently small. Due to the trajectory property it does not 

depend on the choice of "L. The spaces SX,A and Tx,A are reflexive in the 

given topologies. 

The space Sx A is nuclear if and only if A generates a semi group of Hilbert-, 
Schmidt operators on X. Then A has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors vk ' 

keN, with eigenvalues Ak . In addition, for all t > 0 the series 
co 
\' -Ak t 
L e converges. It can be shown that f € SX,A if and only if there 

k-j 
exists L > 0 such that 

(1.5) 

and F e Tx,A if and only if 

( 1.6) 

for all t > o. 

For examples of these spaces, see [G], [EG], [EGP] and [Ell]' 
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2. Dirac basis 

In this paper TX A will be a nuclear trajectory space. So in X there exists , 
an orthonormal basis (vk)ke:N of eigenvectors of A such that A vk :: Ak vk 

and V 0 t> 
'i' -Ak t 
L e < ~. For convenience we take the eigenvalues ordered, 

k=l 

(2.1) Definition. 

The quadruple (M?ll,G,Tx,A) is called a Dirac basis in TX,A if the following 

conditions are satisfied 

(i) M is a a-finite measure space with nonnegative measure ll. 

(ii) G a * Ga is a mapping from Minto TX,A' 

(iii) The functions a * <vk,G
a
> are ll-measurable. 

(iv) J <vk , Ga> <v 2- .Ga> dl-la = (\£ 
M 

Here 0k2- LS the Kronecker delta. 

k,2-EN. 

Example. An orthonormal basis (uk)kEN in a Hilbert space X is expressed 

by (N,ll,U.,X) where II is the counting measure and u. is the mapping 

(2.2) Notation. 

The Dirac basis (M,ll,G,TX A) will be denoted by (G) M' , a aE 

Remark. It is natural to call two Dirac bases (G) M and (H) M equivalent 
a a€ a aE 

if the functions a ~ <vk.G
a
> and a * <vk,Ha> are members of the same equi-

valence class in L2 (M,ll)' It is appropriate to reserve the notion of Dirac 

basis for the equivalence class only. However, here we will stick to 

Definition (2.1). 
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In our second paper [EGIIJ for certain measure spaces M we will make a 

canonical choice out of the equivalence class of Dirac bases (G) M' 
ct ctE 

In this section we shall prove that any f e: Sx,A can be expanded with res

pect to a Dirac basis. So the name of basis is proper. 

Let (G) M be a Dirac basis in TX A with respect to ~. Then from Defini-
ct ct€ , 

tion (Z.I) it follows that the functions ct ~<vk,Gi> are square ~-integrable. 

Denote their equivalence classes in L2(M,u) by ~k' k €~. Then it follows 

that (qlk)kE:~ is an orthonormal system in LZ(M,u). Let Y denote the Hilbert 

subspace of LZ(M,u) spanned by the system (~k)k€~ and define the linear 

operator U from X into Y by 

k € ~ • 

Then U becomes a unitary operator. Moreover, U(SX,A) = Sy,B and U(Tx,A) = Ty,B' 

where B = U A U* • 

00 

Let f e SX,A' Then Uf = I (f,vk)ljlk and 
k=l 

<XI 

(Z.3) <f,G> = L (f,vk)<vk ,Go? . 
ct k=! 

So ct ~ <f ,G? l.S an LZ-representant of U f, Thus we derive 

(Z.4) J <f,G ><vk,G > dj.l 
ct ct ct 

M 

and more generally for f,g e: SX,A 

(2.4') r <f,G><g,G>d].l . 
• ct ct ct 

M 
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-tA 
Now let h e SX,A' Then h == e f for some f € Sx,A and t > O. Consider the 

following formal computation 

The only problem in the above computation is the equality (*). We shall 

prove that summation and integration may be interchanged. 

I 
k=I 

co 

r 
2 I I e-Akt (l<f,G>1

2 <- + l<vk,Gc?1 ) d].1a - 2 
k=l J 

a 
M 

-.!..(lIfII2 
co 

+ 1) L -Ak t 
- 2 e • 

k-l 

By the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, equality (*) has been verified. It leads to 

the following theorem. 
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(Z.5) Theorem. 

Let h ~ Sx A' Then , 

h = f < h ,G > G d).! 
CL a CL 

M 

by which we mean 

-tA r e h = ,< h, G > G (t) dlJ 
• a a ex 

t > 0 , 

M 

or equivalently 

r 
'f A 

h :: M
J 

< e h.G > G ('r) dll ex ex ex 

'fA where'f > 0 has to be chosen so small that e h € SX,A' Moreover, (*) 

does not depend on the choice of T > O. 

Of course it is nice to introduce a more general concept of basis. But then 

the natural question arises whether there exist Dirac basis other than 

orthonormal basis. In the remaining part of this section we show that there 

is an abundance of Dirac bases in Tx,A' 

Let U be a unitary operator from the Hilbert space X onto a space LZ(M.ll)' 

where lJ is a a-finite nonnegative measure on the measure space M. The ope-

rator U maps the orthonormal basis (vk)kEN onto an orthonormal basis 

(~k)kEN of L2(M,ll)' In each equivalence class ~k we take a representant 
co 

$k' Now let t > 0 be fixed. Since the series L 
k=l 

expression 

-Ak t e converges, the 
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represants an element of £1 (M,~). Since this series has positive terms 

there exists a null set Nt such that 

0:> 

I e -Ak t '$k (Cl) ,2 < a> , Cl E M\N t . 
k==1 

Now put N ... UN,. Then N is a null set with respect to ~. If we define 
nEll -n 

;k(a) = qik(Cl) 

;k (Cl) == 0 

(l E M\N 

a E N 

we get the following example of a Dirac basis. 

(2.6) Theorem. 

For a E M define G by 
Cl 

G Cl 

Then (G) M is a well-defined Dirac basis in Tx A' 
a aE , 

Proof. If a E N, then G ... O. So let Cl E M\N. Then for all n E N 
----- (l 

Let t > O. 

Hence 

Then 

K2 

I 
k=K 

1 

v 
t>Q 

there exists n E 

-2t Ak ,- ,2 e ~k«l) ~ 

li with a < J.. < t and thus we obtain n 

1 2 
-2(t -il) \: 0:> 

-il\: ,- 12 e I e IJl
k 

(a) . 
k=K 

1 
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k,.9- € N , 

So (G) M is a Dirac basis. 
CL CL€ 

3, Dirac's bra and ket space 

For the ket space we take a nuclear trajectory space Tx,A' The choice of 

A and X depends on the quantum mechanical system under consideration. But 

o 

we do not wish to bore the reader with the mathematical and possibly physi-

cal problems around this choice. 

Oncemore, the eigenvalues of A are denoted by Ak and its eigenvectors by 

vk ' k €]N, Using Dirac's bracket notation, we denote the elements of TX,A 

by IG>. The label G is to be chosen such that it expresses best the proper-

ties of the ket IG> which are relevant in the context. 

Each ket IG> can be regarded as a trajectory 

To IG> uniquely corresponds the bra <G I defined by 

The bra space is anti-isomorphic to the ket space. 
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(3.1) Definition. 

The expression <F I G>, called the bracket of <FI and IG>, denotes the 

complex valued function 

<F IG> t 1+ IF>(t),IG» t > 0 • 

We note that the bracket <F I G> is well-defined because IF>(t) E Sx A , 
for all t > O. It extends to an analytic function on the open right 

half plane, and it can even be considered as an almost periodic dis-

tribution on the imaginary axis. 

Let f E SX,A' Since SX,A can be embedded in Tx,A' to f there corresponds 

the ket If> and the bra <f I. We note that for f € Sx,A' I £>(-1') and 

<fl (--r) makes sense for -r > 0 sufficiently small. In addition. we obtain 

< f I G>(--r) = < I f >(--r) , IG». 

To emphasize this nice property of the members of SX,A' the kets and the 

bras corresponding to the elements of Sx A are called test kets and test , 
bras. We mention the following relations 

(3.2.i) <F(t) I G>(O) = <F I G(t»(O) = <F I G>(t) 

(3.2.ii) <F t G> = <G IF>. 

4. A mathematical interpretation of some aspects of Dirac's formalism 

In this section we assume that (1a,»a,EM is a Dirac basis in Tx,A with 

respect to the a-finite nonnegative measure ~ on M. By Theorem (2.4) any 

test ket Ig> can be written as 

(4. 1) I g>(O) :: r <a, I g>(--r) Ia,>('t') dlJ , a, 
M' 
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where the expression (4.1) does not depend on the choice of T > 0 and T 

has to be chosen so small that Ig>(-.) ~ Sx,A' 

(4.2) Theorem. 

Let If> be a test keto Then 

i. e. 

If> = r <0:1£>(0) 100>dl1a 
~( 

I£>(t) == f <0: I f>(-.) 10:> (t+T) dllo: 

M 

t > -. , 

where T;;:: 0 has to be chosen so small that 1£>(-.) ~ SX,A' 

~,Let t > -T and put g == If>(t). Then we have seen that 

g == Ig>(O) == f <a I g>(-t- T) Io:>(t + T) dUo:. 

M 

From the identity <0: Ig>(-t-T) == <0: If>(-') the assertion follows. 0 

Parseval's identity is an immediate consequence of the definition of Dirac 

basis. 

(4.3) IIfl12 == r !<o: If>(0)12dlla 

M' 

From Theorem (4.1) we obtain that for every ket IF> and every t > 0 

(4.4) IF>(t) == e-(t-T)A IF>(T) == f <a IF>(T) la>(t-T) d1lo:. 

M 

The integral expression (4.4) does not depend on the choice of T, 0 < T < t 

and the integral converges absolutely in X. The ket IF> can thus be ex-
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pressed by 

IF> t ~ r <et. I F>(·r) Iet.>(t - r) duet. 
M) 

independent of the choice of 0 < r < t. 

(4.5) Definition. 

By the expression 

I t follows that 

(4.6) Theorem. 

<et.IF> Iet.>du ~s meant the trajectory 
et. 

I F>(T) let.> (t-.) du • 
et. 

IF>:: r <et. IF> let.> dt.! ' 
J et. 

M 

The integral converges ~n Tx,A' 

Consider the following identity 

where et.,S ~ M. Following Section 2 there exists a unitary operator U from 

X onto a Hilbert subspace Y of L2 (M,u) such that the function et. 1+ < et. I v
k 

>(0) 

is a representant of Uvk , Moreover, UCSX•A) = Sy,B and U(Tx,A) =< Ty,B where 

B :: U A U*. 
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Let 08' S E M, denote the trajectory 

Then 013 = U [13 > E Ty •B' Thus it is clear that 

<Uf,oe> == <8 [f>(O) 

Since the function t3 1+ < S I f >(0) is a representant of U f, the functional 

as is an evaluation functional, popularly speaking a Dirac delta function. 

Since 0e(a.t) == <oe(t),0a>:: <a I e>(t) the generalization of the ortho

normality relations for discrete basis as suggested by Dirac 

(4.7) 

admits the interpretation <a I S>(t) == 0S(a,t). 

Many mathematicians have tried to interprete Dirac's formalism of quantum 

mechanics. We mention the following references. 

[An], [Bo], [Hi], [Ja], [Me] and [RoJ. 

5. Matrices with respect to Dirac bases 

In [GJ. Ch. V, it is shown that T
X

<iOX.,AB3A is a completion of the algebraic 

tensor product Tx,A ~a Tx,A' Here A B3 A denotes the nonnegative self-adjoint 

operator A~1 + It2>A which satisfies 

(5.1.i) k,!Eli. 

(S.1.ii) 
-t(AB3A) -t A -t A 

e =e <iOe t > 0 • 
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It easily follows that the space TX@X,AfEA is nuclear. The simplest ele

ments of TX@X,AfEA are given by F ~ G where F,G e: Tx,A' We note that 

F@G tI+F(t) @G(t) t > 0 . 

In Dirac I s bracket notation these elements are expressed by IG><F I. Now 

let (la»ae:M be a Dirac basis in Tx,A with respect to the measure lJ. Then 

replacing M by M xM we find the following result. 

(5.2) Theorem. 

The elements II3><al. a,S € M establishes a Dirac basis in TX@X,AfEA with 

respect to the measure lJ @ lJ on M x M. 

Proof. First observe that the functions (a,S) 1+ <v 1 6>(0)<a 1 vk>(O) are 
-- Q. 

measurable, because (Ia» Mis a Dirac basis (d. Definition (2.1». 
ae: 

Moreover, it easily follows that 

<v 113>(0)<13 I v >(O)<a I vk>(O)<v I a>(O) dlJ dlJS = on Ok 
1. m n a ... mn 

for all k,Q"m,n E IN. 

It leads to the following definition. 

(5.3) Definition. 

Let R € TXeX,AfEA' and let (a,S) e: MxM. Then we define the function 

[R]aS (O,~) 1+ C by 

tl-l-<R(t) ,la><BI>X~X' 

o 
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This definition makes sense because R(t) € SX~X,A83A for all t > O. It 

follows that [RJa.S(t) :: <a. I R(t) I S> because R(t) can be seen as a con

tinuous linear mapping from T x,A into Sx,A by [GJ, Ch. VI. For 

B € SX~X,A83A the functions [BJa.S can be extended to a larger domain. 

1:(A83A) 
For such B there exists 1: > 0 such that e B € SX6:()x,A83A' Hence 

[BJa.e(t) is well-defined for t ~ -1:. Now a reformulation of Theorem (2.4) 

leads to the following result. 

(5.4) Lemma. -
Let B € SXQX,A83A' Then 

B = 
J 

MxM 

or, equivalently, for all t > -, 

e-
t

(A83A)B = f [BJa.e(-1:) (Ia.><al) (t+ 1:) dUo. dll
S 

MxM 

-r(A B3 A) 
where t" ;;:: 0 has to be chosen so small that e B E Sx Q x,A 83 A' 

So the previous lemma gives an interpretation of the following heuristic 

formula 

(5.5) B :: 

Hence it seems proper to call [B] the matrix of B with respect to the Dirac 

basis (10.» M' In addition, following [G], Kernel theorem (6.1), the ket 
a. IE: 

BIF> is a test ket for each ket IF>. We mention the following identities. 

(5.6) , BIF> tHo-
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for all t > -T, and 

(5.7) <a. I B I F>(-1') = f [BJa.B(-1') <13 I F>(T) duS . 

(ef. [EJ, p. 37.) 

(5.8) Theorem. 

Let R € TX@X,AEBA' Then 

R = 
J 

MxM 

M 

where the integral has to be understood in the following sense 

(5.8') R t 1+ r [RJa.6(T) (la.><61)(t- T) dlla. dlla· 
MxMJ 

The integrals do not depend on the choice of T, 0 < T < t and exist as 

integrals of measurab Ie functions from M x M into X @ X. 

Following the above theorem it makes sense to call the expression [RJ de

fined in (5.2) the matrix of R. 

Let If> be a test keto Then by [GJ, Kernel Theorem (6.2), Rlf> is a keto 

It is given by the formula 

(5.9) Rlf> t 1+ f [RJa.B(T) <6 I f>(-1') la.>(t-T)dlJa.dlJ13 

MxM 

and the "a.-th component" of R If> 

(5.10) 
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Here a < 1" < t has to be taken so small that If> (-1') € SX,A' The proof 

of (5.9) and (5.10) is straightforward and is omitted. We note further 

that for all 0 < s < 1" we have 

(5.10') <eL I R If> : s t+ J [R]eLS(s) <13 I f>(-s) d1Je ' 
M 

In [EJ we have introduced a similar matrix notion for the continuous linear 

mappings from Sx A into itself and, also, from TX A into itself. The fol-, , 
lowing formulas have got a rigorous interpretation in [EJ, p. 38 - 40. Let 

L : Sx,A + SX.A be continuous and linear. Then with L there can be associ

ated the matrix [LJ : (eL.S) t+ [L]eLB' (eL,(n € MxM, such that 

(5. 1 1. 1 ) L = r 
I [LJ eLS leL><e I dUeL duS ' 

MxM' 

(5.11.2) Llf> == f [LJ
eLB 

<S If> leL>d1Ja d1J
S If> € SX,A ' 

MxM 

a,S EM. 

In the same manner continuous linear mappings from TX,A into itself are 

treated. 
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